We analyze the structure of composite quarks and leptons in the framework of chiral subconstituent models of minimal internal symmetry. 
This corresponds to the embedding U(2)@ SU(2& C U(4), the internal group being U(2)s@ U(2)E. The Lie algebra of both direct factors here is spanned by a basis IK,U in the usual way. The electric charge operator is in a "diagonal" U(2) subalgebra, viz. In order to extract the full "quark" and "lepton" contents of the triple products, we proceed to reduce out the Kronecker product classification group U(4). We have in a straightforward The irreducible representations on the r.h.s. of (2.3), in turn, are decomposed according to U(2)@ SU(2)X; the result is as follows:
Q = $Js + 13s) -$(us + I~$
The representations of spin l/2 are underlined. No separate baryon and lepton numbers can be defined in these models.3
The complete classification group is U(16). However, as explained in the previous Section, we utilize the classification group U(8)s@LJ (8) schemes being present, viz.
( (2) 0 (2)) 0 2 = ((3) 0 (1))O (2) (3.4) = ( (2) 0 (4) The symmetry U(4) has to be badly broken:
indeed, on writing U(4) 2 SU(4)@ U(1) we can further decompose SU(4) into representations of SU(3)c@ U(1) as follows:
(15) = (3) 0 (3*) 0 (8) 0 (1) .
The SU (4) however, a severe kinematic constraint imposed by (3.7) is that the color octet part of (3.7b) must not contain a zero mass pole, for we want to leave SU ( (There can be no elementary gauge fields associated with the currents (3.10), for that theory would not be free of anomalies.)
The main difficulty with this model arises on examining the question of weak interactions. Since the standard weak-electromagnetic group, sumL 0 U(l), is not an exact symmetry, no proof can be given of the absence of normal weak interactions (as we, for instance, proved that the model discussed in Section 2 does not contain SU (3) and (3.10). The minimal combination is given by the expressions:
T$+) = ,(-$* .
BD BD
The electrically neutral generators can be decomposed into the orthogonal combinations, 0~ (T3 rt l/2 Y). One of those, the electromagnetic current, is exactly conserved and, hence, it must be represented by the bilinear expression (3.9) at the level of subconstituents. The combination "orthogonal" to this must again be trilinear in (3.8) and (3.10), since U(4)@ U(4) does not contain enough diagonal operators to describe both T3 + l/2 Y. We have:
(0) ZBD = EM ECF (S;* SE) (S;* s;) (S;* S;) j* $1 (SE $1 E ij k 'pqk (3.12) In the previous formulae, the symbol "(perm 20. We follow the terminology of Schafer, Ref. 7 : an algebra is "nonassociative" if we allow for the possibility that for some three elements (ab)c f a(bc), whereas it is "not-associative" if there are at least three elements of the algebra for which this inequality holds.
